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MNO2601 May/June 2015 
Section B 

Question 2 

 

2.1. The transformation model of BMW and SAA  
a. Inputs 

 
- Transformed resources 

BMW would process materials such car components, leather, glass or tyres by transforming 

their physical properties, from the components being stored in the warehouses.SAA would 

process information (client’s information) and customers by transforming their location by 

flying them from one place to another 
- Transforming resources 

BMW will mainly make use of its facilities, machinery and technology its processes; however 

staff will be needed to operate the machinery and to physically assemble the cars. SAA will 

also make use of its facilities such as the airport, computers to capture boarding and arriving 

passengers and the staff will be involved through the processes (air hostess, security, pilots) 

 

The transformation processes 

 

BMW will have a manufacturing process because its product based and producing physical 

products (cars). SAA will have a service based process, because they offer travelling services to 

their passengers 

Outputs 

 

BMW produces tangible goods in a form of vehicles. SAA produces intangible services because 

customers/citizens cant touch but experience the travel services 

2.2 Internal and External effects of Performance objectives 

Internal effects 
a. Speed : an organisation must provide Fast throughput time (the time a unit must move 

through a process), reduces inventories  

b. Quality: must provide error-free processes, reduces cost and increases dependability 

c. Flexibility: must have the ability to change (product/service, mix, volume or delivery 

flexibility), speeds up response, saves time and maintains dependability 

d. Dependability: must have reliable processes, it saves time, saves money and gives stability 

e. Cost: every operation wants to have High total productivity (producing at low costs)  
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 External effects 
a. Speed : an organisation must provide product/service at short delivery lead time 

b. Quality: product/service ordered by customer must be on specification 

c. Flexibility: the organisation must have frequent new products/service, wide product/service 

range and must be have volume and delivery adjustments 

d. Dependability: there must be dependable delivery 

e. Cost: products/service must be at low price (lowest price as possible) 

 

2.3. Economic Order Quantity 
a.  

EOQ  =      2CoD/Ch 

 

 = 2(75x9600)/16 

 

 = 144 000/16 

 = 300 tonnes 

 

 

2.4. Importance of Micro productivity in production/operations management (SGp80) 

-Micro-productivity focuses on the issues at the level of the individual business or enterprise. This is 

because an economy or sector is made of individual firms and its overall productivity is the sum of 

the productivity of all its enterprises 

Micro productivity is important for production and operations management because it is another 

measure or indicator of how well the management of this function is performing, and if the business 

is hoping to improve its overall financial performance, productivity improvement is one of the 

obvious means of doing so. Many of the ways of improving productivity lie directly in the 

responsibility field of production and operations management 

 

2.4. Effectiveness in Micro productivity (SG p72) 

The NPI defines “effectiveness” as the degree to which the output of the production process is 

related, in both quantitative and qualitative terms, to market needs (thus whether the output has 

value in the market). 

 

Question 3 

3.1. DPA productivity management process (refer SG p77) Tip you must Illustrate/draw a diagram 

 
o Step 1 :Productivity measurement is the first step in the process of productivity improvement 

and its function is to monitor and provide information on the financial standing of the 

D=9600 

Co=75 

Ch=20% x 80 = 16 
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business; the financial standing may vary according to changes in productivity over a period of 

time, whether from one month to the next or from one financial quarter to the next. 

 
o Step 2 encompasses productivity diagnosis and is aimed at identifying causes or reasons for 

changes in productivity as detected by productivity measurement (step 1).  

o Step 3: The productivity plan, focuses on the “hard” and “soft” components of productivity to 

develop a plan by which productivity can be improved. The soft components include, 

paradigms shifts, education, training, culture and reorganisation of the enterprise; structure. 

Hard components include acquisition or sale of machinery, value engineering , use of material 

requirement planning 

o Step 4: Productivity disclosure, where index numbers obtained from reports on profit 

and/or cost performance are divulged to internal parties (disclosure which brings an 

increased awareness of the productivity concept within the enterprise) and external parties. 

Although it is unlikely that this information will be disclosed freely, it represents the “acid 

test” of management’s commitment to productivity improvement.  

o Step 5: Productivity accountability both management and labour assume joint 

accountability for productivity. The requirement is that both management and labour will 

share in the benefits of any improvement in productivity 

 

3.2. Important dimensions (the four Vs) 

a) Canned food factory 

 Volume- the rate of output is high (mass production of cans) 

 Variety- there could be range of different products produced like peaches, apricot or guava 

(relatively low) 

 Variation – higher during on peak seasons (festive seasons) or when demand for a specific 

type of canned food is higher 

Hair salon 

 Volume- the rate at which customers are processed differs throughout the month/year 

(relatively lower compared to the canned fruit factory) 

 Variety- there are a range of different services such as treatment, relaxing, dreads, weaves 

or nails 

 Variation- demand patterns change overtime because of on peak (month end, weekends, 

wedding or festive seasons) and off peak seasons (middle of the month) 

 

3.3 P:D Ratio (Chapter 10) 

1.  P:D Radio is a ratio that contrasts the total length of time customers have to wait between asking 

for a product or service and receiving it (D) and the total throughput time to produce the product or 

service (P) 

2.  Tip you must Illustrate/draw a diagram  
 Resource-to-Order- operations that buy-in resources and produces only when they are 

demanded by specific customers. P (Through Put time) and D (lead time)are the same.  
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 Make-to-order- operations that produce products only when they are demanded by specific 

customers. D is short.  

 Make-to-stock- operations that produce products prior to their being demanded by specific 

customers. D is shortest.  

3.4. Little’s Law 

Throughput time = work-in-process X Cycle time 

Therefore: Cycle time= Throughput time / WIP 

            = 30/40 

             = 0, 75mins 

Number of consultants = 8/0,75 

              = 10, 6 consultants  

 

3.4 Benefits of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

ERP is the integration of all significant resource planning systems in an organisation that, in an 

operations context, integrates planning and control with other functions of the business 

 Because software communicates across all functions, there is absolute visibility of 

what is happening in all parts of the business 

 The discipline of forcing business process-based changes is an effective mechanism 

for making all parts of the business more efficient 

 There is a better ”sense of control” of operations that will form the basis for 

continuous improvement 

 It enables far more sophisticated communication with customers, suppliers and 

other business partners, often giving more accurate and timely information 

 It is capable of integrating whole supply chains including suppliers supplier’s and 

customers’ customers 

 

Question 04 

 

4.1 3 Location decisions a new diamond mine De Dreers 

Supply side factors 

 Labour costs-entails costs of employing people with particular skills (miners, administrative 

staff and managers) and weather their payment will be hourly or per unit 

 Land cost- entails the cost of acquiring the site for the company’s mining facilities , weather 

the some facilities will be bought or rented/leased also the cost of mining rights/licence  

 Energy cost-entails the availability of energy such as electricity. De Dreers will need high 

supply of electricity for its operations especially because of the type of company it is and this 

might the biggest influencer of its location decisions 

 Transport cost- mainly because they will be located in a rural area, transport costs might be 

high. Costs  will involve De Dreers transporting inputs (equipment, drillers and safety gear) 

from the source to the mine and also of transporting the unfinished goods (unprocessed 

diamonds) from the mine to the  supplier (refinery) or customer  

ThroughPut Time=30 mins 

WIP= 40 customers 

Work content= 8 mins 
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Demand side factors 

 Labour skills-the abilities of local labour force (miners, managers, administrative staff) at De 

Dreers can have an effect on customer reaction to the services produced by the company, 

labour must be skilled in mining, machine operations and mine management and be closely 

located to the facilities 

 The suitability of the site- different sites are likely to have different intrinsic characteristics 

which can affect an operations ability to serve customers and generate revenue. De Dreers 

has identified a location in a rural area 100km outside Pretoria, for a mining company the 

site might be suitable because of the nature of the business and also because its far enough 

away from urban and closer to suppliers (decrease transportation costs) 

 Image of location- a company’s choice of location builds a certain reputation to a clients 

mind. De Dreers might be located in a rural area, to some it creates an impression of 

community empowerment and strong corporate social responsibility values where else to 

some it might create an impression of poverty 

 Convenience for customers- Locations that offer conveniences for the customers are 

important. For easy access to customers and a good intrinsic characteristic (suitability 

located rural 100km from Pretoria) De Dreers consider operating in that rural area and be 

able to generate high revenue due to cost savings on transport mostly 

Tip: Be open to suggest other options De Dreers could consider 

 

 

4.2. Six job design elements at a stone quarry 

 

1. What are the environmental conditions of the workplace? 

-The conditions under which jobs are performed will have a significant impact on peoples 

effectiveness, comfort and safety. This is called ergonomic environmental design. For a quarry the 

midday temperatures of 35oC and noisy machines would have to be considered when designing the 

job 

2. What technology is available and how will it be used? 

-The vast majority of operations tasks require the use of technology, even if the technology is not 

sophisticated. Not only does the technology need to be appropriate and designed well, so does the 

interface between the people and the hardware. This called ergonomic workplace design. For a 

quarry they would consider how and who will operate the large machines 

3. What tasks are to allocated to each person in the operation 

-Producing goods and services involves a whole range of different tasks which need to be divided 

between the people who staff the operation. Different approaches to the division of labour will lead 

to different task allocations. In the quarry the division of labour might be between the low skilled 

labourers and the highly skilled stone dressers 

4. What is the best method of performing each job? 

-Every job should have an approved method of completion and this should be the “best” method. 
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This is usually referred to as work study-one element of scientific management. A work study will be 

made by the quarry to determine the best method of completion for each job 

5. How long will it take and how many people will be needed? 

-The second element of scientific management is work measurement. Work measurement helps us 

calculate the time required to do a job so that we can then work out how many people we be 

needed. The quarry will calculate how many hours per day it takes to deliver 100 blocks and how 

many workers (labourers and dressers) it take to that amount of work 

6. How do we maintain commitment? 

-Understanding how we can encourage people and maintain their commitment is the most 

important of the issues in job design and work organisations. The quarry will have to consider using 

behavioural approaches such as empowerment, teamwork and flexible working hours to keep their 

workers committed and motivated 

 

4.3 Dreamers Company 

 

1. Advantages for Dreamers Company using individual shops is that each shop has its own kitchen 

where fresh food is delivered in the morning thereby being able to deliver quality and fresh food to 

its clients everyday. Another advantages the immediate customer feedback each shop receives 

everyday allowing them to constantly improve their business processes 

Some disadvantages for individual shop structure could be the high costs associated with it due to 

individual and daily costs (suppliers),  conflict between individual shops fighting for limited resources 

from head office or loss of control from head office 

 

Tip: Think further about this type of shop structures .Centralized vs Decentralized 

 

2. Why operations management is important 

 
 It can reduce the costs of producing products and services and being efficient  

 It can increase revenue by increasing customers satisfaction through good quality and 

service (performance objectives) 

 It can reduce the amount of investment that is necessary to produce the required type and 

quantity of products and services by increasing the effective capacity of the operation and 

by being innovative in how it uses its physical resources (capacity planning and Little’s Law) 

 It can provide the basis for future innovation by building a solid base of operations skills and 

knowledge within the business 

4.4. Johnsons Rule 

 

D, C, A, B, E, F 
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4.5. Disadvantages of holding inventory  

 

 Inventory ties up money , in the form of working capital, which therefore is unavailable for other 

uses 

 Inventory incurs storage costs (leasing space, maintaining appropriate conditions) 

 Inventory can be damaged or deteriorate 

 Inventory uses up space that be used to add value 

 Inventory involves administrative and insurance costs  

 

 

...........................................END....................................... 

 

MNO2601 Solutions Oct/Nov 2015 

 

Section B 

Question 2 

2.1. Four advantages of operations management 
a) It can reduce the costs of producing products and service 

b) Increases revenue by increasing customer satisfaction through good quality and service 

c) Reduces the amount of investment that is necessary to produce the required type and 

quality of products and services 

d) It can provide the base for future innovation 

2.2. Impacts 

 Quality : it allows for error free processing and must deliver on specification to the customer 

 Speed: entails having minimum throughput time in producing the product/services 

 Dependability: its able to provide reliable and dependable processing for resources 

 Flexibility: there must be an ability to change processes  

 Cost: must be able to eliminate process waste like delays or errors 

 

 

 

2.3. Benefits 

 Quality- products produced must be on specification  

 Speed- customer must experience shorter waiting time if this objective is achieved 

 Dependability- customers must experience on time deliveries of products or services, and 

the process must have no confusion 

 Flexibility- the must be the ability to process a wide range of products and services, abilityto 

cope with change in unexpected events like large orders (volume flexibility) 

 Cost-the company might experience low production costs if all the objectives are achieved 

successfully 
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2.3. Activities in Planning and Control 

 
1. Loading entails the amount of work that is allocated to a work centre, it also includes finite 

loading (a machine with a set limit) and infinite loading (allocates work regardless of its 

limits) 

2. Sequencing is the activity that decides which order the work should be performed. It 

includes rules like due date (DD), last in first out (LIFO), First in first out (FIFO), and longest 

operation time (LOT). Companies can also use Johnson Rule in its sequencing 

3.  Scheduling entails the detailed timetable of what work should be done and what time 

4. Monitoring and controlling involves operations being monitored to check that planned 

activities (loading, sequencing or scheduling) are taking place. Any deviation from the plan 

must be fixed which will involve some form of replanning 

2.4.  

 

Throughput time = work-in-process X Cycle time 

Therefore: Cycle time= Throughput time / WIP 

            = 6/10 

             = 0,6 mins 

Number of assistants  = Work content/Cycle time 

              =3/0,6 

              = 5 assistants  

 

 

2.5.1.The key driver of productivity 

 

 Effectiveness (doing the right things) 

  Efficiency (doing things the right way) 

 Utilisation (optimum use of human capital and physical resources) 

 Elimination of all forms of waste in production processes 

 

 

2.5.2. The beneficiaries of productivity must be: 

 

 the environment 

  the economy through economic growth, raising of the GDP rate and ability to participate in 

the international export and import trade 

 When the economy of the country grows its citizens /society must benefit through 

employment, better building of infrastructure (roads, electricity or education institutions) 

and entrepreneurial activities to be promoted 

 

ThroughPut Time=6mins 

WIP= 10 students 

Work content= 3 min 
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Question 3 

 

3.1.1 Advantages of layout 

 
 Fixed –position – product or customer not moved or disturbed, and there is a high variety of 

tasks for staff 

 Process- relatively easy supervisions of equipment 

 Cell layout- group work can result in good motivation 

 Product layout – can give an opportunity for specialization of equipment and material 

movement is convenient 

 

 

3.1.2. Disadvantages of layout 
 Fixed position- very high unit cost because of its nature of production/process 

 Process- can be quite complex and can create customer backlog  

 Cell- it can give lower factory utilization 

 Product layout work can be very repetitive and create low flexibility 

 

3.1.3 Examples of each layout 
 Fixed position –Ship or airplane manufacturing at Airbus 

 Process- kitchen in a restaurant like Spur 

 Cell- a clothing retail store like Mr Price 

 Product –car factory assembly like at BMW plant 

 

3.2P;D ratio (refer to the P and D diagram on Chapter 10; The nature of planning and control) 

 

3.3. 

 
a. Design capacity= 168 hours (24 hours x 7 days) 

b. Effective capacity = 168-69 = 99 hours 

c. Actual output= 168-69-58= 41 hours 

d. Utilization=actual output/design capacity = 41/168 = 0,244 (24%) 

e. Efficiency = actual output/effective capacity = 41/99 = 0,414 (41%) 
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3.4  

-Micro-productivity focuses on the issues at the level of the individual business or enterprise. This is 

because an economy or sector is made of individual firms and its overall productivity is the sum of 

the productivity of all its enterprises 

Micro productivity is important for production and operations management because it is another 

measure or indicator of how well the management of this function is performing, and if the business 

is hoping to improve its overall financial performance, productivity improvement is one of the 

obvious means of doing so. Many of the ways of improving productivity lie directly in the 

responsibility field of production and operations management 
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